
18th Sunday 
Ephesians 4:17,20-24 

John 6:24-35 

Friday (July 31st), we celebrated the Feast of St. Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Jesuit order of 
priests. Ignatius was born in noble Spanish family in the mid-16th century. Ignatius’ adolescent 
years were quite rowdy and macho. Repeated episodes of gambling, fighting and promiscuity would 
today give Ignatius an easy identification as “a delinquent”.  

Soon after his adolescence, he sought redemption through the glory of military conquests. In the 
height of battle, a cannon ball struck his legs, leaving him bed ridden for several months. 

A good reader, he requested books of military heroes and chivalry, but none were to be found. 
Instead, he was given books on the life of Jesus and the lives of the saints. Considering that better 
than nothing, he read those books and becoming fascinated, read them again. Soon, he realized 
feelings of attraction to Jesus’ life and the saints’ lives as well.  

Eventually, he placed those books aside and reminisced on his earlier days of wild partying and 

carousing. He began to notice a difference. When he placed the books on Jesus and the saints 
aside, the feelings of attraction and fascination remained with him and remained strong. But when 
he stopped reminiscing on his times of carousing, he felt empty and miserable.  

Over time, Ignatius understood the attraction to Jesus and his life had a depth and strength that 
was sustaining and persevering. But the pleasure he felt from his earlier days was shallow, fleeting, 
and ultimately unfulfilling. What was sustaining and persevering also revealed who he was before 
God and that his life before God had meaning and purpose. What was only self-serving and 
narcissistic left him empty and lost. He chose to follow the attractions to Jesus, and the rest as they 
say, is history. 

The Scriptures for this Sunday present different terms of St. Ignatius’ experience of conversion. In 
the Gospel, Jesus tells the crowds following him not to “work for food that perishes but for food that 
endures for eternal life”. Although the subject before the crowds is physical food, the loaves of bread 
Jesus had previously multiplied, Jesus has a much broader message in mind. He is telling the 
crowds that a life lived for one self alone becomes bread easily spoiled and unsatisfying. But a life 
lived for God in service to others becomes bread satisfying a hungry soul for all eternity. 

Using different images for a similar message, St. Paul’s Letter to the Ephesians, compares the 
gentiles and their “futility of their minds” with the Christian “renewal in the spirit of your minds”. 
We see both these descriptions in Saint Ignatius’ life before and after his conversion. 

Constant self-gratification and self-glory left Ignatius feeling hollow and bitter; a “futility in his 
mind.” When he chose to follow Christ and devote his entire life for divine glory, a true sense of joy 
permeated his life. In the “renewal of his mind,” he experienced Christ’s deep love for him and also 
discovered Christ valuing and desiring his love as well.  

The Eucharist is the heavenly banquet of divine love, the marriage feast of God and humanity. The 
Eucharist makes present the Lord’s emptying of himself on the cross as a final act of loving 
sacrifice. This completely unselfish act of the Lord Jesus Christ is present to us not only as a model 
to follow, but also as a power to transform us. It comes to us in the form of “food”, in the form of 
bread and wine. But in reality it is the very body and blood of Christ, divine food that endures to 
eternal life. 

Another way of presenting this is the difference between “pleasure” and “joy”. Pleasure in and of 
itself is not necessarily bad and is often good. We all need the pleasure of friendship, the beauty of a 
sunset or the quiet of a day by the lake or seashore. But if we find pleasure in creation without 
acknowledging the Creator, then the experience of pleasure is far from complete, and far less 
satisfying. If our experience of pleasure omits gratitude to the Creator, we can become self-absorbed 
and unsatisfied. 



The same is true with the difference between “happiness” and “joy”. Happiness does not sustain 
itself on its own power. Happiness needs constant repetition. And many experiences of life are 
entirely void of happiness, but that does not make those experiences of life any less sacred or 
beyond God’s redemption. Parents often say of their sons and daughters, “I want for them whatever 
makes them happy.” That is a fine sentiment and good wish for parents to make. But perhaps the 
more important ideal is “whatever brings them joy.” 

Joy is completely different and especially transcendent. Joy is an experience of God’s presence and 
communion with the divine. Joy acknowledges and accepts the divine invitation to share friendship 
and love. Joy is the transcendent awareness that our life has meaning and is valued. Joy then 
compels us to offer our life over to God as gift out of love for God. Happiness and pleasure are 
wonderfully human but joy is incredibly divine. When happiness and pleasure are united with joy, 
an encounter with God is unavoidable! 

Joy is discovered in the Eucharist. When we join our life to the Risen Lord’s and when we imitate 
his offering of life as a sacrifice of gratitude and sacrifice of praise, we discover joy. We discover “joy” 
because we come to realize the value God places on our life. God accepts the gift of our own life 

because God values our life, desires our friendship and more importantly and most importantly, 
desires our love. Offering our life as a sacrifice of service to God moves us away from self-service 
and self-glorification over to that of God. 

Our society is saturated with promises of satisfaction that often make pleasure an end to itself with 
nothing sustaining for the human soul. These are the types of pleasure that Ignatius pursued prior 
to his conversion experience, and wrestled to hold onto during his conversion experience. 

And we all pursue desires that lead us down dead end roads leaving us empty and sad. We may find 
momentary pleasure and even a sense of importance and temporary satisfaction, but ultimately we 
are left abandoned and empty. We sell ourselves short and deny ourselves God’s true gift of joy.  

The danger is when “desire” becomes a never ending pursuit of pleasure that is self-centered and 
ultimately corrosive of the soul. Left unattended, the corrosive soul becomes bitter and angry, 
resulting in the death of compassion. Ultimately the soul knows only despair and hate and is grave 
danger of being lost. 

As families and parishes, we have the responsibility but also the opportunity to prepare our young 
people for a life of meaning and purpose discovered most especially in the Eucharist. Nurturing our 
children and families in these truths help them appreciate their whole life as “vocation”, a calling 
from God. They begin to see their future opportunities as “vocation” and not just a “career”.  

Sometimes, two people can seek the exact goal but the difference in desire makes all the difference 
in the world. For example, two young people might both seek to be medical doctors. One young 
person seeks medicine for its affluence, prestige, and honor. The other young person seeks 
medicine as the way of offering one’s life as gift of service for the good of others; for their care, their 
healing, and their restoration to health. Both might become affluent, and prestigious members of 
society. But only one will find service through medicine a source of joy. The other will never find 
true satisfaction in medicine or in life.  

This makes the difference between work as “career or job” and work as “vocation.” Vocation 
connects work to the Gospel and to seeing one’s life as a continual offering of generous service for 
divine glory. God is always at the center of life and not me. The Eucharist becomes more alive and 
we see Christ fully present and our life joined to him as a continual sacrifice of praise and 
thanksgiving.  

St. Ignatius of Loyola discovered this great truth and abandoned an empty and shallow life of self-
glory for a life totally devoted to the service of God. To this day, the Jesuits proclaim as their motto, 
“Ad maiorem Dei gloriam”, “for the greater glory of God”. 

 


